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MaterialsMaterials

Introduction

(1) THE “FAKE” PAST TENSE IN COUNTERFACTUALS WISHES

a. I wish I had a car (right now/*yesterday) PRES CFW
b. I wish I had had a car back then PAST CFW

44 corpora of natural production children 
available on CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000)

❖All utterances (398) containing wish
→313 after exclusion for non-embedding

wishes, repetitions and cut-off utterances.

❖All utterances (381) containing
if… should/would/could

→89 after exclusion repetitions, cut-off 
utterances, and non-counterfactual 
conditionals (for sentences with should, 
could and future oriented would)

❖ Coded (with inter-coder reliability)
o Age
o Temporal orientation
o Presence of tense errors
o Clarity of counterfactuality

Hypotheses
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Results Longitudinal Sample Discussion

Take Aways
(1) Young children (age 2-3) produce tense

errors in early counterfactuals (CF)
(2) Children start using CF wishes before

or concurrent with CF conditionals
(3) Children’s errors cease when they

display clear counterfactual reasoning

❖Morphosyntactic context helps bootstrap 
abstract semantic concepts and categories

(Landau et al., 2009; Hacquard & Lidz, 2018)

❖But morphosyntactic cues can be misleading:
i.e. “fake” past tense in counterfactual wishes (1)
and conditionals (2) (Iatridou, 2000)

❖“fake” past helps obtain counterfactual meaning
by providing access to (non-actual) alternatives
(Iatridou, 2000; Ippolito, 2006; Karawani & Zeijlstra, 2013)

How do children learn to map the past morpheme 
in counterfactuals to a counterfactual 

interpretation rather than to past tense?
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Results Complete Sample

(2) THE “FAKE” PAST TENSE IN COUNTERFACTUALS CONDITIONALS

a. If I had a car (right now/*yesterday), I would drive. PRES CFC
b. I wish I had had a car back then PAST CFC

❖ CF acquired age 3-5, after hypothetical futures
(Bowerman, 1986; Guajardo et al., 2009; Nyhout & Ganea, 2019)

❖ Later acqusition often attributed to cognitive load

→ CFs require holding multiple possibilities in
mind while considering a false possibilty true

(Beck et al., 2009; Byrne, 2007)

→ But mapping challenges not considered

[Figure 1]

❖Learning to map “fake” past to counterfactuality
is not obvious

❖This mapping might be easier to detect in
counterfactual wishes:
o wish + proposition has dedicated CF meaning
o wish constructions do not allow for present

(4) *I wish I have a car.

Hypothesis 2: Children acquire counterfactual 
wishes before counterfactual conditoinals

❖Children might confuse “fake” past tense for real
past tense, especially if no concept for CFs yet

❖Compatible with findings of “realist erros”

(3) a Adult: What if you were a little girl?
3-y/o: Now, I’m a big one. (Reilly, 1982, 60, p.116)

→ children expected to make present tense
errors in CFs compatible with temporal orientation

Hypothesis 1: Children make spontaneous tense 
marking errors in counterfactual complements

Corpus Coding Details

Question 1: Do children make spontaneous present tense errors in CFs?
Yes. Substantial amount of past tense errors (13% of total wishes)
→ most of them between age 2-4 (75.6%)
→ errors made when children use past tense productively elsewhere

Suggests initial difficulty mapping “fake” past to counterfactuality

Question 2: Do children acquire CF wishes before CF conditionals?
Yes. Children (n=6) in our sample start using CF conditionals after or

along with CF conditionals
→ CF wishes productive between age 2-3, CF conditionals around age 2.5–4

Suggests children acquire easier counterfactuals first
→ CFs not only challenging because of complex reasoning,

but also because of complex form-to-meaning mapping

Observation: Children’s tense errors occur when they do not display
clear counterfactual reasoning with their CF utterances yet.
→ could figuring out form-to-meaning mapping help develop CF reasoning?
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Do they ever interpret “fake” past as real? Do they acquire easier CF constructions first?

Age 
(years)

Sample size per 
age window

# errors % of total

2 – 3 15 18 56.2

3 – 4 15 14 19.4

4 – 5 42 5 3.94

5 – 6 26 3 4.55

6 + 2 0 0

Total 76 40 100

[Table 1] Past tense errors (present instead of past) per age window

❖Age is a significant predictor of tense error (7)
rates in counterfactual wishes (-0.11, z=-6.21, p= < 0.001)❖Generally CF wishes (3-5) precede conditionals (6)

but early uses are not always counterfactual (4)
and used to express direct desires instead (3)

(3) EARLY WISHES (LIKE DESIRES)

a. *CHI: I wish I had a horsie. (Becky, 2;07)
b. *CHI: I wish that you stop talking. (Abe, 2;10)

(4) CLEARLY NON-COUNTERFACTUAL WISH

*CHI: I wish you were my mommy.
*MOT: I am your mommy. (Laura, 3;02)

(5) CLEAR COUNTERFACTUAL WISH

a. *CHI: I wish humans were not humans. (Ross, 4;02)

(6) CLEAR COUNTERFACTUAL CONDITIONAL

*CHI: if a really hole was in there

then I would cry for new pants. (Laura, 2;08)
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(7) PRESENT TENSE ERRORS

a. *CHI: I wish I have a banjo lie dis [this]. (Adam, 5;02)
b. *CHI: I wish it’s valentine. (Sarah, 3;06)

❖Children make present-instead-past errors

❖We found these in 40/303 wishes (13.2%)

❖We only found 2/89 errors in CF conditionals

Most tense errors made during time children already 
show signs of productive past marking:

o past-marking of verb in yesterday clause (8):

(8) Adam: yesterday you were painting (4;10)

o Overregularization of past tense morpheme (9):
(9) Adam: Mommy, he growed enough (3;06)

❖For 6 children* we zoomed into the developmental trajectory
❖Children make errors in early wishes but rarely in conditonals

❖Moment errors stop seems to coincide with onset clearly
detectable counterfactual reasoning in 3/6 children (2 unknown)
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